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ABSTRACT 

Little research exists on the best practices of costs of goods sold percentages 

for wines, beers, and spirits in the hospitality industry.  This study attempts to 

determine the cost percentages of wines, beers, and spirits of current food service 

operators in restaurants, bars, and hotels and the different segments within those 

industries.  The study also examines if market sizes affect the percentage costs of 

goods sold for different beverage alcohols, and how often beverage costs are 

calculated by different operations.   

Using an eighteen item questionnaire, food service managers in restaurants and 

hotels across the United States were surveyed, via an online survey program, on their 

current business practices for costing wines, beers, and spirits.  The researcher 

concluded the average costs of goods sold were 24.83% for overall beverages, 26.58% 

for wine, 21.92% for beer, and 19.37% for spirits.  Statistical significance was not 

only found between the means of both hotels and restaurants but also within their 

segments.  Market size was also significant to cost of goods sold percentages.  The 

study will be beneficial to the food service industry’s business practices as well as to 

hospitality education and the preparedness of graduates for the hospitality industry. 

 

Keywords: Alcoholic Beverages, Costs of Goods Sold, Restaurant Accounting, Hotel 

Accounting 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

Beverages, both non-alcoholic and alcoholic, are an integral element to food 

and beverage operations within hotels and restaurants across the world.  The demand 

for beverage alcohol, especially wine, is transforming and growing (Gonzalez-Gomez 

& Morini, 2006).  In 2010, 67% of consumers in the United States consumed beverage 

alcohol, either wine, beer, spirits, or a combination of the three (The Beverage 

Information Group, 2011).  With the growth of the beverage alcohol industry, 

customers are more knowledgeable about the products and are requiring more variety 

in selection when dining out (Gonzalez-Gomez et al., 2006; Riley, 2005).  

Total dollar sales of both on-premise and off-premise beverage alcohol has 

seen an increase from $137,326 million to $188,960 million from 2002 to 2010, but 

2008 had sales of $189,065 million (The Beverage Information Group, 2011, p.31).  

On-premise beverage alcohol sales accounted for over half the total sales until 2010, 

where the sales dropped to 48.4% from the previous year’s 51.7% (The Beverage 

Information Group, 2011, p.31).  Over the past eight years, beer and wine, as 

individual categories, have fluctuated between being stronger in on-premise sales than 

off-premise sales.  Spirit sales have lead in on-premise sales compared to off-premise 

sales (The Beverage Information Group, 2011, p.31).    

Since 1994, the wine industry, in particular, has seen moderate growth (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011; Consumer research summary, 2012).  With wine 
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representing “a quality standard of living” (p. 69), wine has increased in per capita 

consumption from 4-9% per year, leading to 26% of United States adults consuming 

wine at least one time per week (Insel, 2008).  Wile (1975) suggested for food service 

operations to offer wine because the specific beverage adds to the profits of hotels and 

restaurants.  Not only will the beverages enhance the guests’ experience, but they 

increase the overall guest check, therefore increasing gratuity to the service staff 

(Ruiz-Molina, Gil-Saura, & Berenguer-Contri, 2010; Wile, 1975).   

Early books relating to bar operations raised concerns about careful 

management of these products and attention to their costs.  “Bar profits depend on the 

economical and practical operation of the bar, for if they are not carefully harbored 

they can easily slip away down the drain pipe” (Grossman, 1955, p.296).  This 

statement by Grossman (1955) showcases what other researchers and hospitality 

textbook authors have written more recently in their articles and textbooks.  Gonzalez-

Gomez and Morini (2006) recorded in their research on activity-based costing of wine 

from a wine producers perspective that the quality-cost ratio is important to achieving 

a well run business operation which has been transmitted, through research and 

business practices, to the realm of food service operations.   

Today’s hospitality industry is growing rapidly and with this, there is more 

demand for higher education focusing on hospitality (Alexander, 2007; Watson, 

2008).  Because of this large increased need for more efficient food service operations, 

preparing decision makers and future managers is more important than ever.  Even 

though technology has been incorporated into the daily operations of food service, 
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human knowledge and expertise are still needed to run certain systems (Riley, 2005).  

A way to prepare the decision makers and future managers for these systems is to find 

out the current industry practices of management.  One of these practices is how 

costing beverage alcohol in food service establishments occurs.  This includes wines, 

beers, spirits, and overall beverage costing in restaurants, bars, and food service in 

hotels and resorts.   

The price of an item symbolizes to the guest the expense that transpired in the 

purchase of the product as well as influencing the guests’ perceptions of the 

merchandise (Raab, Mayer, Shoemaker, & Ng, 2008).  As a way to bring attention to 

the product, the price can increase sales and can influence customer loyalty.  In 1989, 

Pavesic wrote of a direct correlation between quantity of guests and sales revenues to 

pricing strategies.  Not only is keeping customers loyal to the operation important, but 

also management must ensure costs are covered while still turning a decent and 

reasonable profit for the operation (Raab et al., 2008; Pavesic, 1989).  This creates a 

fine line between pricing and customer satisfaction.  If an operation improves 

customer satisfaction, the operation will see an increase in profits (Niraj, Foster, 

Gupta, & Narasimhan, 2008).  A way to improve customer satisfaction in the current 

market is to offer more variety of products to meet the guests’ needs, but this leads to 

the potential for products to stay on the shelves and not be consumed (Riley, 2005).  

On the flip side, if the operation has dissatisfied customers, repeat patronage will 

decrease (Niraj et al., 2008), and prices could potentially need to be increased to 

regain profit. 
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Concept and product differentiation between restaurants, bars, and hotels can 

be very important for an individual or a chain restaurant’s longevity (Gil, Berenguer, 

& Ruiz, 2009).  One way to differentiate a restaurant from its competitors is to publish 

a printed wine list (Gil et al., 2009).  Another aspect of marketing is demonstrating a 

well thought out wine program, including the list, as the program demonstrates to the 

guests that the particular establishment cares about the quality of products offered (Gil 

et al., 2009; Lacey, Bruwer, & Li, 2009).  Other elements important to the beverage 

program and to guest perceptions are food and wine pairing recommendations, 

utilizing proper glassware, offering cocktails and beers, performing proper wine 

service, and practicing correct storage techniques (Wile, 1975). 

According to Grossman’s Guide to Wines, Beers, and Spirits (Grossman & 

Lembeck, 1977), a reference book for hospitality managers, the recommended mark-

up for a bottle of wine was one-hundred to two-hundred percent for each bottle.  

However in more recent years, this standard has changed.  The National Restaurant 

Association Education Foundation (2007; 2013) promotes an overall beverage cost 

percentage range of 20-25%.  Specifically in regards to beer, the association 

recommends 20-25% cost, including waste of 7-8% for draft beer.  Alcohol, with a 1.5 

ounce serving size, should have a mark-up of 400% or a 20-25% cost percentage 

(National Restaurant Association Education Foundation, 2007).  According to 

McKinsey Consultants, a 1% price increase results in an 11% increase in operating 

profits, but depending on how price sensitive the market is, a small increase can be 

detrimental to the business (Piercy, Cravens, & Lane, 2010).  
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This research is important because a disconnection often exists between 

university programs and the actual preparedness of the students graduating.  This 

disconnect has been noticed by employers (Fidgeon, 2010; Gehrels, 2007; Watson, 

2008).  In addition, little academic research has been conducted on exact pricing 

strategies for costing alcoholic beverages.  This study will attempt to conclude what 

the current industry practice is for costing beverage alcohol.  Not only will this study 

enable hospitality educators to better prepare their students for working in the 

hospitality industry, but the study will also assist the industry with recommendations 

for beverage costing within different segments of hotels and restaurants.  The 

researcher will examine the current industry practices for costing wine, beer, and 

spirits in food and beverage operations within restaurants, bars, and hotels.   

The research objectives of this study focus on food service managers working 

in different segments of hotels and restaurants.  The primary objective is to assess the 

current industry standard of costs of goods sold percentages of beverage alcohol, 

including subdividing into the respective categories of wines, beers, and spirits.  The 

second objective is to compare costing practices of restaurant operations to those of 

hotel operations.  The third objective will evaluate costing practices within segments 

of restaurants or hotels.  The fourth objective will investigate costing practices in 

markets of different sizes and attempt to conclude if costing varies in those different 

markets in the United States.  Determining the significance between independent food 

service operations and all other types of managements’ beverage costs of goods sold 

percentages is the basis of objective five.  Lastly, objective six will study the 
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frequency of calculating the operation’s overall beverage, wines, beers, and spirits 

costs of goods sold. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Beverage Alcohol Consumption in the United States 

On-premise sales of beverage alcohol have experienced growth for over fifteen 

years.  Just within the past five years, beverage alcohol has seen a steady increase in 

consumption, with little fluctuations between the years (The Beverage Information 

Group, 2011).   

Due to the increase in consumption and the growth in sales, all alcoholic 

beverage categories have experienced net growth, resulting in financial benefits to the 

hospitality industry.  Beer sales are predominantly involved in off-premise locations 

with 75.5% compared to 24.5% for on-premise sites.  Similarly wine and spirits sales 

experienced a situation dominated by off-premise accounts.  Wine has 80.3% of sales 

from off-premise licenses, and spirits has 77% of sales from off-premise licenses (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011).  Wine by the glass consumption accounts for 

74% of on-premise wine sales in situations where a restaurant averages five glasses 

per 750 milliliter bottle (Insel, 2008).   

Male and female consumers vary in beverage alcohol consumption.  The adult 

population in millions is 48.0% men to 52.0% women (The Beverage Information 

Group, 2011).  Wine is preferred by women compared to men, 58.1% to 41.9% 

respectively (The Beverage Information Group, 2011).  Bottled wine coolers are most 

popular with women at 70.7%, but within all wine sub-categories, men experience the 
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highest percentage of consumption of dessert and fortified wines at 44.2% (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011). 

Beer consumption, including “ice” and “malt liquor” sub-categories, 

experienced a decline from 2009 to 2010 of 1.9% (The Beverage Information Group, 

2011).  A total of 2,823,800 thousand 2.25 –gallon cases were consumed in 2010 (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011). Total domestic beer consumption in the United 

States decreased by 2.8% in 2010; whereas imported beer increased in consumption by 

4.8% from 2009 to 2010, resulting in a net increase of 2.0 (The Beverage Information 

Group, 2011).   

Distilled spirits increased in popularity by 1.9% from 2009 to 2010 (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011).  From year to year, distilled domestic spirits saw 

a 1.1% increase, and imported distilled spirits had a 3.0% increase in consumption 

(The Beverage Information Group, 2011). 

With 67% of the population consuming beverage alcohol, 37% of consumers 

have enjoyed a drink within the last 24 hours (The Beverage Information Group, 

2011).  Thirty-one percent of the population consumed a drink within the time period 

of one day to one week ago; while another 31% of the population consumed alcohol 

more than one week ago (The Beverage Information Group, 2011).  A very small 

percentage of the drinking population, 1%, had no opinion (The Beverage Information 

Group, 2011). 
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The Restaurant Industry 

 The National Restaurant Association’s 2010 Industry Report recorded large 

fluctuations between beverage costing percentages within operations.  Beverage cost 

of goods sold percentage is defined as dividing the beverage costs of the operation by 

the beverage sales of the operation (Schmidgall, Hayes, & Ninemeier, 2002).  This 

2010 Industry Report involves members of the association participating in a 

questionnaire on their financial statements and operations (National Restaurant 

Association & Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2010).  Each restaurant is put into a check 

average category for comparison to other businesses.  One measurement the 

questionnaire examines is the amount per seat of beverage sales.  In restaurants with 

an average check below $15.00, $1,716 was the average amount spent per seat in 

beverage sales.  Comparatively, restaurants with check averages ranging from $15.00 

to $24.99 experienced a seat average of $2,504 and in a restaurant with a check 

average above $25.00, the seat average was $3,454.   

 Regarding market sizes, variations occurred in beverage costs in relations to 

sales.  Inside a metropolitan market, a restaurant with a $15 and under check average 

had a range of 24.4% to 32.9% beverage cost (National Restaurant Association & 

Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2010).  A range was not provided in this average check 

category for outside a metrolpolitan market along with a restaurant in the $15 to 

$24.99 average check range.  In this check range, a metropolitan based restaurant 

experienced a range of 22.9% to 33.0% (National Restaurant Association & Deloitte 

& Touche LLP, 2010).  A range of 24.3% to 33.6% occurred in restaurants with check 
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averages above $25 in metropolitan markets compared to a range of 23.5% to 39.5% 

outside those markets.   

 Differences also occurred among single operations and multi-unit operations.  

A single unit $15 and under average check establishment calculated a beverage cost 

range of 25.9% to 34.8% while a multi-unit in the same average check experienced a 

range of 23.7% to 31.8% (National Restaurant Association & Deloitte & Touche LLP, 

2010).  With approximately the same range difference, single unit restaurants with an 

average check of $15.00-$24.99 saw 25.2%-35% and 20.6%-29.2% for multi-unit 

restaurants.  In restaurants with an average check above $25, multi-unit operations had 

a much smaller range, 24.1%-31.3%, compared to single unit businesses, 24.5%-

36.2% (National Restaurant Association & Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2010). 

Pricing of Goods and Services 

A fundamental element in a business operation is to procure and sell items.  

These items can be products or services, depending on the type of business.  Pavesic 

(1989) noted that customers or guests experience pain and pleasure when purchasing.  

Price can encourage a guest to buy an item, but from the management’s perspective, 

price fundamentally means selling an item while making a profit (Pavesic, 1989).  

Pavesic’s 1989 discussion on psychology and menu pricing presents the idea that 

many factors come into play before a price or pricing strategy is used to determine the 

selling price.  Costing products are not as simple as just factoring a standard cost.  

Two basic approaches Pavesic (1989) recommends are “market driven” pricing where 
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competition is high or “demand driven” when high demand is present for a unique 

product.  Business owners and managers are faced with obstacles when running a 

business and pricing can assist in maneuvering through those obstacles (Pavesic, 

1989).    

Developing a sound price for goods and services is key to the longevity of an 

operation.  The ultimate decision on the business costs by the operation can mean 

success or failure.  The unknown elements associated with running a business can put 

pressure on an operator because of the repercussions of the pricing decision for the 

products and services sold (Pavesic, 1989).  Pricing can influence the business’s 

relationship with its customers (Piercy, Cravens, & Lane, 2010).  In times of economic 

downturn, companies are forced to take notice of their pricing strategies in order to 

sustain sales or to protect market share (Piercy et al., 2010).  This pricing strategy 

includes making pricing decisions strategically, determining the role of price in 

strategic positioning, addressing the challenges in raising prices, and designing value-

based pricing strategies.  The strategic pricing decisions must be based on calculation 

and formed by costs received from vendors and suppliers of the products (Piercy et al., 

2010).  The operation’s pricing strategy cannot lose sight of the consumers’ value 

requirements; therefore the authors recommended four different pricing strategies that 

operations could follow in order to develop a creative and successful pricing 

philosophy (Piercy et al., 2010).  The first is a “low-passive price strategy” which 

involves unfamiliar products to consumers and pricing them at a low price.  In order 

for this strategy to work, the low price cannot be highlighted or compared to other 
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products (Piercy et al., 2010).  The second strategy is a “low-active price strategy” 

which requires low costs in order to be profitable at the low price.  “High-active price 

strategy” is the third strategy which is successful by highlighting the products superior 

value.  “High-passive price strategy”, the final price strategy, takes into account the 

high end brands that exude quality and have non-price factors in the buying decision 

(Piercy et al., 2010). 

Service pricing, such as restaurant or bar experiences, is slightly different 

though than pricing a standard retail item.  Guest perceptions vary between a “dine-

out” restaurant and an “eat-out” restaurant, which can transmit into pricing differences 

for geographical locations (Pavesic, 1989).  Services have an element of intangibility 

and do not allow for easy replacement (Docters, Reopel, Sun, & Tanny, 2004).  With 

services being so different than a standard physical product, Docters et al. (2004) 

recommended two tactics towards developing the price for the service.  The first 

method a company can employ is to examine the scope of the service performed for 

customers and then determine a distinct total price.  The second method, “structure 

price,” is based on the services’ importance and how often service recovery has to 

occur due to service failure (Docters et al., 2004).  In order for the pricing structures to 

work, the establishment must have a price for all the services a guest might desire, 

either on the item’s own or easily combined with other products, and must be 

adaptable to guests’ needs.  Finally, the authors concluded price development needs to 

be inspected just as an operator would scrutinize product development (Docters et al., 

2004).  
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Once the product and service pricing strategies are determined, business 

operators now need to pursue the next step in business profitability.  Bayou and 

Bennett (1992) investigated four different methods for menu analysis and profitability.  

Before advancing to the reviewed methods, the researchers recommended managers 

look at: 1) individual menu items, 2) categories of menu offerings, and 3) meal periods 

or business categories.  This dissection of profitability can be challenging since so 

many factors are at play in the grouping of menu items (Bayou et al., 1992).  The four 

methods analyzed were Miller’s “Cost-Percentage”, “Menu Engineering” by Kasavana 

and Smith, “Weighted Average” by Pavesic, and “Individual Profit and Loss” by 

Hayes and Huffman (Bayou et al., 1992).  After the analysis, the researchers 

composed a conglomeration of profitability analysis for a fifth method, which includes 

the allocation of fixed costs.  In their opinion, a restaurant cannot be successful 

without accurate cost analysis or the correct allocation of fixed costs.  Also, within the 

operation, subunits or activities exist and therefore can be analyzed for profitability as 

an individual unit or in relation to the whole operation.   

Understanding and allocating the total cost of goods sold for an item, including 

variable and fixed costs, is becoming more and more important to the longevity of an 

establishment (Raab et al., 2009).  A more recent pricing strategy is activity-based 

costing.  Activity-based costing has been presented by academics and authors as a 

method to find the optimal selling price for products.  Both Raab et al. (2009) and 

Kostakis, Boskou, and Palisidis (2011) have researched the subject of activity-based 

costing in restaurants to see if the method is a viable way to best calculate the actual 
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cost of a product or service.  The principle of activity-based costing is to allocate 

overhead costs to the correct items, but more specifically, examine the usage of 

resources and activity-cost drivers and how items use these resources (Kostakis et al., 

2011).  Although overhead costs are important to activity-based costing, operating 

overhead is not commonly factored into restaurant menu prices (Raab et al., 2009). 

In the restaurant industry, the cost drivers for activity-based costing are 

difficult to allocate to products because of the complicated nature of the industry.  The 

best information is sourced through personal employee interviews, which can be 

challenging, costly, and time consuming (Kostakis et al., 2011).  Labor is seen as a 

high cost for restaurants, therefore being a large activity-based driver in activity-based 

costing.  Kostakis et al.’s (2011) study examined activity-based costing in a restaurant 

in Greece and the restaurant’s menu items, the items’ set-up, preparation, and washing 

of the materials.  The authors concluded interconnections between cost drivers 

existing in the area of food service, which must be considered, along with time, which 

is used instead of the numbers of set-ups, in order to develop the most accurate 

activity-based costing program for the operation (Kostakis et al., 2011).  

An alternative to activity-based costing is contribution margin analysis and 

pricing.  This method involves investigating an operation’s costs for products along 

with the desired contribution margin to the bottom line in order to achieve the best 

price and therefore final costs of goods sold percentage.  According to Pavesic’s 1983 

study on the cost/margin analysis of menu items, the researcher highlights that an 

operation cannot solely concentrate on the item’s cost percentage being low because 
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usually this item is lower priced, but on the reverse, the operation cannot only focus on 

the high contribution margin items due to those products stereotypically having higher 

costs.  Finding the balance between an item’s cost and its contribution margin is the 

most beneficial to the organization.    

As recommended by the previous research, the business operator must analyze 

and price the items using the different recommended strategies.  Once these actions 

are complete, the food service operator can examine overall profitability and risks 

associated with purchases.  After prices have been determined, guest perceived risk 

comes into play with the purchase decision.  Price is the fifth type of the generic risk 

reduction strategies when purchasing wine (Lacey et al., 2009).  Further wine research 

by Spawton (1991) and Mitchell and Greatorex (1989) confirmed pricing practice or 

price as unique risk reduction strategies, especially at the lower priced wine segments 

(Lacey et al., 2009).  Researchers have shown high amounts of risk with on-premise 

wine purchases, which is different than the perceived risk of beer and spirit purchases.  

Lacey et al.’s (2009) study, based in an Australian fine-dining restaurant, concluded 

the reputation of the restaurant, the employees, and the well-known nature of the 

restaurant through repeat dining all proved important in perceived risk for wine 

purchases.  Having a well trained staff, high customer satisfaction, and an appropriate 

wine selection, the researchers say can lead to the opportunity to upsell higher priced 

wines and make more profit for the operation (Lacey et al., 2009).   
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Beverage Alcohol Literature 

Little has been written specifically about pricing and menu development of 

beers and liquors.  However other aspects of alcoholic beverages, including wine 

service, wine menu development, and the wine industry as a whole, have been 

researched and recorded in considerably more detail. 

In 1975, Wile wrote about the importance of moderation in pricing wines.  If a 

restaurant has a moderate profit margin on wine, an increase in wines sales is seen 

(Wile, 1975).  Another suggestion for a food service operator is to encourage the 

accounting department to calculate a higher profit from beverage sales than food sales 

(Wile, 1975).  However the author does not provide detail as to what exactly is a 

moderate profit margin or what food sales profit should be compared to beverage sales 

profit. 

With wine restaurant pricing ranging from a wholesale mark-up of one and 

half times to four or five times the cost, there is large variation amongst food service 

operators in what is the industry standard of marking up wine (Grossman & Lembeck, 

1977; Insel, 2008).  According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the price of wine has 

decreased 1.4% whereas the price for other beverage alcohol has increased 1.2% (The 

Beverage Information Group, 2011).   

Employing sommeliers, beverage managers, or wine stewards are methods for 

restaurateurs to use to manage the food service’s beverage program (Manske & 

Cordua, 2005).  Many definitions have been offered by researchers on a Sommelier.  
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A general definition is an employee who orders and promotes wines while assisting 

guests with ordering through their updating and creation of the restaurant’s wine list 

(Manske & Cordua, 2005).  This wine service professional can increase wine sales by 

10 to 25%.  In Manske and Cordua’s (2005) study, the researchers analyzed 

restaurants in the Houston area with and without wine stewards.  The study concluded 

wine stewards can increase average wine sales by $58 per square foot of the 

restaurant.  Guests view this employee, and the position, as being trustworthy and 

credible regarding his/her wine suggestions, including food and wine pairing 

recommendations.  The sommelier can also train other employees on the wines offered 

and develop an adaptable environment in order to assist consumers with the purchase 

of wine (Manske & Cordua, 2005).   

As previously stated, beer and spirit menus and programs have not been 

researched in detail, but several studies have focused on the visual aspects and specific 

elements to increase sales from wine lists.  Yang and Lynn (2009) examined the 

specific wine list characteristics which operators could use to build better wine sales.  

The researchers concluded higher wine sales could be developed by printing wines 

offered on food menus, do not print the dollar sign ($) on the menu, suggest multiple 

wines from the same producer, and present a “reserve” category (Yang & Lynn, 

2009).  Further suggestions put forth by Yang and Lynn (2009) are for operators to 

increase overall sales, which can lower the cost of goods sold percentage, therefore 

increasing the restaurant’s contribution margin.  Lastly beverage alcohol costs should 

run 15 to 30%, with some food service establishments even at 12%. Similar to Yang 
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and Lynn’s (2009) menu research, Yang, Kimes, and Sessarego (2008) concluded in 

their study on menu price presentation that the guests’ purchasing behaviors were 

affected by changes in the presentation in the price.  The researchers determined 

recording the price on the menu without the word “dollars” or the symbol “$” showed 

a significant increase in guest spending.  

Hospitality Textbook Beverage Pricing Literature 

Currently, little peer-reviewed literature exists regarding specific cost of goods 

sold percentages or mark-ups of beverage alcohol in food service operations.  

Hundreds of books discuss specifics of wine, beer, and spirits, including methods of 

production, laws, and aroma and flavor profiles to assist food service employees, 

managers, and others to learn the topics in greater detail.  Textbooks exist on the 

general subject matters of wines, beers, and spirits, and through the subject matter of 

accounting, textbooks have been written on beverage cost controls.  Textbooks like, 

Principles of Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls (Dittmer & Keefe, 2006), not 

only include cost controls and pricing methods for beverage alcohol, but also include 

descriptions of what the different products are.  Unfortunately with this description of 

products, as well as the control elements on the products for a food service operation, 

the authors do not include suggestions or clear recommendations on pricing strategies 

for the business.   

One of the first books that discussed beverage pricing was J.D. Green’s book 

The Back of The House (1925).  This was a reference book for the hospitality industry.  
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The author writes about the importance for beverages, but due to Prohibition, non-

alcoholic beverages and mineral waters were only covered within the overall hotel’s 

food service operation.  Giving recommendations on how to organize, manage, and 

audit the back of house from a large New York City Hotel operation, this book does 

not present specific profit margins or cost percentages of pricing non-alcoholic drinks 

and mineral waters.   

Grossman’s Guide to Wines, Beers, and Sprits adds as an appendix “Cost and 

Profit Charts” to assist food service managers on proper costs associated with liquor 

pours in 1 oz. drink quarts and 1 oz. drink fifths and a half barrel of beer (Grossman, 

1940, p. 346).  This appendix was elaborated upon in the fourth revised edition of 

1964 for inflation, but wine pricing was not presented.   

Many years later, Grossman and Lembeck (1977) discuss in the 

“Merchandising Chapter” of Grossman’s Guide to Wines, Beers, and Sprits, 6
th

 ed., 

the importance of well priced wines.  “The average patron will enjoy good wines with 

his dinner if the price is not prohibitive” (Grossman & Lembeck, 1977, p. 465).  The 

authors present two methods to pricing wine bottles: straight mark-up and cost plus.  

The straight mark-up takes the given wholesale price and multiplies the wholesale 

price by either 100% or 200%, depending on the operation’s preferences.  The cost 

plus marks the wine bottle up either 100% plus $1.00 or 150% plus $1.00.  Adding the 

$1.00 to the cost plus mark-up allows the establishment to factor in overhead costs, 

including glassware and labor.  The book also describes the strengths of each pricing 

method, including pricing low-priced and high-priced wines to make the wine more 
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desirable to guests.  In the 7
th

 edition of Grossman’s Guide to Wines, Beers, and 

Spirits (Lembeck, 1983), the reference book continues with the same wine costing 

philosophy of the 6
th

 edition and describes the straight mark-up over wholesales prices 

of 100% or 200%.  In comparison between the 6
th

 and 7
th

 editions, the cost plus mark-

up includes the additional charge of $2.00 added on to the 100% or 150% mark-up 

from the $1.00 or $1.50, as previously recommended.  Both the 6
th

 and 7
th

 editions do 

not include costing or pricing percentages of beer and liquor unlike the earlier editions 

(Grossman & Lembeck, 1977; Lembeck, 1983). 

Focused on accounting in food service operations, Keiser and DeMicco’s 

Controlling and Analyzing Costs in Foodservice Operations, 3
rd

 ed. (1993) presents 

information on cost controls and analysis in food service operations.  The authors’ 

chapter “Beverage Control” puts forward concepts and systems that managers can 

implement into their operation.  Managing beverages is portrayed as something that 

appears simple, yet can be difficult.  One important concept is a certain beverage may 

vary in cost from drink to drink or during different service periods, such as lunch or 

dinner (Keiser & DeMicco, 1993).   

Pricing can differ depending on the type of operation.  Knowing all costs for 

all different types of beverage alcohol, including product, labor, and others, ultimately 

influence the price of the drink, so these need to be incorporated into the price (Keiser 

& DeMicco, 1993).  Wine pricing is recommended at double the cost for inexpensive 

wines and one and one-half times for expensive wines.  The authors also include the 

practice of some operators to add a flat dollar amount to all wines, except limited 
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wines, since the different prices will balance each other out (Keiser & DeMicco, 

1993).  Beverage cost control systems are described in detail by Keiser and DeMicco 

(1993).  Systems, such as “Percentage System”, “Inventory or Quantity Control”, 

“Standard-Cost”, and “Standard Sales”, are explained with examples to assist food 

service managers.  The “Percentage System” divides the beverage cost by the 

beverage sales.  The “Inventory or Quantity Control” monitors all of the drinks sold 

and calculates the quantity of spirit needed to produce the drinks.  The “Standard-Cost 

System” compares the actual cost of goods sold to the cost of goods sold that should 

have occurred.  Finally, the “Standard Sales” method compares the estimated sales for 

the accounting period to what the actual quantity of generated sales (Keiser & 

DeMicco, 1993).  Even with a lengthy chapter on beverages, pricing strategies of 

specifically beers and spirits were not addressed.  Although not discussed as a separate 

topic or chapter in the book, beer and spirit costing could be inferred through the 

literature written. 

Purchasing for the Hospitality Industry (Virts, 1996) communicates the 

importance of purchasing and marketing beverages in order to better serve guests and 

manage operations.  The author suggests benefitting from the high contribution 

margins that are connected to beverage sales but is not specific on how high the 

contribution margins should be or what the cost percentage should be for wines, beers, 

and/or spirits (Virts, 1996).  Virts (1996) does introduce storage management as a way 

for food service operators to recuperate costs or acknowledge that costs exist.  At the 

conclusion of the beverage alcohol section, Virts (1996) explains that each state has 
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different regulations, and there are ways to lower costs when purchasing.  The author 

presents post-offs, or discounts available from beverage distributors, and a discussion 

on working with distributors in a way to lower costs (Virts, 1996).   

Small and Couturier’s Beverage Basics: Understanding and Appreciating 

Wine, Beer, and Spirits (2011) is a very thorough textbook on history, laws, and 

production regions for wines, beers, and spirits.  The book does not present 

recommended mark-ups or cost percentages for beers or spirits, but does include three 

paragraphs on “Wine Mark-up”.  The first element presented is “Wine mark-ups vary 

in different restaurants, but the standard mark-up ranges from two to four times the 

wholesale cost of the wine” (Small & Couturier, 2011, p. 370).  The authors continue 

with an example of a restaurant mark-up, a brief explanation of wines by the glass 

pricing and their higher mark-up, and conclude with an ordering recommendation for 

the consumer when in a restaurant (Small & Couturier, 2011). 

The Beverage Manager’s Guide to Wines, Beers, and Spirits presents a chapter 

on “Managing for Profit” (Schmid & Laloganes, 2013).  This chapter goes into great 

detail to assist a food service manager with beverage purchasing, storage, and controls 

to protect the investment.  Ordering quantity, usage, receiving reports, and inventory 

are also included (Schmid & Laloganes, 2013).  The authors provide different methods 

of costing out beverage alcohol by ounce, portion cost, or bottle along with pricing 

methods of “product cost percentage method” and “the contribution margin method” 

(Schmid & Laloganes, 2013).  A typical mark-up is described as 35 to 40% over 

wholesale or 25 to 50% over retail price (Schmid & Laloganes, 2013).  Overall the 
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authors recommend establishments cost their beverage alcohol products based on the 

concept of the business. 

According to the National Restaurant Association Educational Foundation’s 

(2013) ManageFirst Bar and Beverage Management, a food service operation in the 

hospitality industry should have an overall beverage cost percentage of 15% to 25%.  

Within this range, a restaurant should have a different mark-up for the varying wine 

types.  An “inexpensive bulk wine” should be marked up four to five times the cost, 

whereas an “inexpensive bottled wine” will be three times the cost (National 

Restaurant Association Educational Foundation, 2013, p. 258).  “Moderately 

expensive bottled wines” are suggested at two times the cost and lastly, highest-priced 

bottled wines” should be priced “less than two times cost” (National Restaurant 

Association Educational Foundation, 2013, p.258).    

The most comprehensive discussion of specific beverage costing percentages 

in a hospitality textbook is Plotkin and Goumas’s (2000) Successful Beverage 

Management (Table 2.1).  This textbook’s information has been used in Katsigris and 

Thomas’s The Bar and Beverage Book 4
th

 ed. (2007).  Plotkin and Goumas (2000) 

provide recommendations for errors in beverage costing while in Katsigris and 

Thomas’s (2007) textbook, the authors’ in their 14
th

 chapter “Planning for Profit,” 

present the recommended pricing material along with establishing controls for 

products, beverages, and cash along with using technology.   
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Table 2.1: Plotkin and Goumas (2000) Recommended Pricing Percentages 

for Alcoholic Beverages 

Beverage Alcohol 

Category 

Beverage Alcohol Sub-category Recommended  

Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentage Range 

Wines House wine by the glass 

Other wines by the glass 

Bottled Wine (750ml) 

Mean Total Wine Cost of Goods Sold 

12-18% 

20-25% 

33-60% 

16-33% 

Beers Domestic Bottled Beer 

Imported Bottled Beer 

Craftbrew Bottled Beer 

Mean Bottled Beer Cost of Goods Sold 

Domestic Draft Beer 

Imported Draft Beer 

Craftbrew Draft Beer 

Mean Draft Beer Cost of Goods Sold 

17-33% 

20-37% 

25-35% 

18-28% 

10-20% 

14-35% 

22-33% 

16-28% 

Spirits Well Spirits 

Call Spirits 

Premium Spirits 

Super-premium Spirits 

Top-shelf Spirits 

Mean Total Spirits Costs of Goods Sold   

9-10% 

12-14% 

16-18% 

18-20% 

20-24% 

16-20% 

 

Industry Magazines Beverage Pricing Literature 

Many hospitality industry magazines or trade journals exist to help hospitality 

and food service operators manage and operate their businesses.  Cheers, Nation’s 

Restaurant News, Restaurant Hospitality, Bevnet, Imbibe, and even Lodging 

Hospitality, are examples of trade periodicals which cover topics and give insights into 

business practices of today’s operators, both of hotel food service and restaurants.   

Cheers, a trade journal for beverage professionals, has a tag line of “Building 

Beverage Business at Full-Service Restaurants and Bars” (Cheers, 2012).  The trade 

journal provides industry updates, reviews of products, and suggestions from experts 
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or current operators to help others.  One such recommendation on beverage costing is 

by Doug Frost, Master Sommelier and Master of Wine.  Frost’s (2008) article, 

“$trategic $hift” discusses the wine costing industry norm in the hospitality industry as 

being two to three times the wholesale price but also states a 500% to 600% mark-up 

is more common than imagined.  The example the author uses is a $6.00 bottle cost 

will be priced at $30.00 in the restaurant.  Another example put forth by the author is 

having a restaurant run a pricing strategy for the different costing levels of wines, not 

a straight mark-up for all bottles.  If a bottle costs $10 then the mark-up would be two 

and one half times the cost, but if the bottle costs between $10.00 and $25.00, the 

bottle would be marked up three times the wholesale price (Frost, 2008).   

Two other articles featured in Cheers portray wine pricing to have a different 

strategy.  Feiring’s (2001) “What Price Glory” recommends food service operators to 

mark-up wine two times retail costs.  The author also mentions some businesses are 

adding a flat dollar amount, pre-determined by the establishment, for bottles over $30 

instead of using a percentage based mark-up system.  Giglio’s (1998) “Wine Pricing” 

suggest three times the wholesale cost for bottles under $10.00 and 2.3 times the 

wholesale cost for high-end bottles.   

Even though Cheers writes articles on wine, beer, spirits, and cocktails, no 

exact pricing recommendations for beer, spirits, or cocktails were communicated in 

print.  Sherer’s  ” (2001) “Managing Beer” communicated business practices 

managers should follow on the selection of beer, storage of beer, and inventory control 

of beer, but no recommendations on pricing or costing percentages.   
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Restaurant Business has also published articles in regards to beverages.  In the 

magazine’s “20-minute University”, a segment “Pricing menus like airline tickets” 

(2012), presented a persuasive argument for pricing menus as a service commodity 

instead of as a retail commodity, as many food service managers do.  In the 

magazine’s argument, the restaurant has a limited numbers of seats during a meal 

period, and if the seat is not filled, the revenue is lost.  This concept is similar to Yield 

Management practiced by hotels and airlines (“Pricing menus like,” 2012).  The food 

service establishment could alter prices based on demand, but the prices would need to 

be competitive.  Recommendations for operators include: increase prices on the 

busiest days, slowly raise prices over a period of time and then offer true specials in 

contrast to the daily menu, free alcoholic beverage or dessert with purchase of entrée 

on slow business days, and lastly market higher priced items during times of high 

demand to make specials more special (“Pricing menus like,” 2012).  This supports the 

training session’s claim that guests are willing to pay more when they desire the 

service.   

The trade periodical, Restaurant Business, does not feature specific pricing 

recommendations on beers, spirits, and wines.  A suggestion for restaurant operators is 

to pour four to five glasses per bottle (Deutsch, 2012).  Deutsch (2012) also proposes 

that if an operator is to pour six glasses from a 750 milliliter bottle, the sixth glass will 

be beneficial to the operation’s profit margin, but the smaller quantity of wine could 

be perceived as a short pour by the guests. 
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Hospitality Education 

The goal for the hospitality industry is to deliver great service to guests.  In 

order to increase the level of customer service, the employees need to be trained about 

the hospitality industry and what they and the operation need in order to be a success.  

Methods have been created, studied, and discussed amongst academics and hospitality 

professionals to determine the best way to educate students on hospitality.  With this 

discussion, there still seems to be a difference in opinion amongst academia and the 

hospitality industry about the graduates of programs and the skills and abilities these 

graduate have when entering the workforce (Mayburry & Swanger, 2011; Watson, 

2008).  

Due to the tremendous growth in the past sixty years of the hospitality 

industry, hospitality educational programs have increased at both the two-year and 

four-year level with the focus previously being exact skills necessary to work in the 

industry to now developing highly-skilled managers (Mayburry & Swanger, 2011).  

Educational programs are designed to please the industry they serve, but the industry 

itself is so complex with owners, employees, employers, and guests that things are not 

easily defined.  Mayburry and Swanger (2011) identified sixteen studies of different 

sizes on knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed for hospitality managers.  

Within the literature, arguments exist between hospitality education being too vocation 

driven to too theoretical, which represents the managers in the industry wanting 

critical thinkers who can analyze the operation to managers who can step on the floor 
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with no need for skill training.  The authors performed a Delphi study on the 

knowledge, skills, and abilities, identified by panelists, which are used by bachelor 

degree graduates in the hospitality industry (Mayburry & Swanger, 2011).  The results 

from the first Delphi study included strong analytical skills as the second required 

KSAs, ability to interpret a financial statement and identify corrective action steps as 

sixth on the list of forty-two.  Restaurant operations, number thirty-two, and 

knowledge of purchasing, number thirty-six, were also seen as important by the panel 

of experts (Mayburry & Swanger, 2011).    

According to Gehrels (2007), employees of the hospitality industry must have 

a passion for the profession, take pride in their work, and strive for perfection.  

Hospitality education programs need to be connected to the industry in order for 

students to gain practical and real-life experience.  Employees need to know all 

segments of the industry and be able to conform to strict quality standards of different 

environments.  If these elements fall into place, the industry will fulfill all guests’ 

needs.  Through performing personal interviews with restaurant managers of the top 

rated restaurants in Holland, Gehrels (2007) examined characteristics of these 

restaurant managers and how these characteristics can relate to hospitality education.  

Curriculum must be more action-oriented because in the recent past, hospitality 

curriculum has moved to reflective and liberal from skill and task-oriented (Gehrels, 

2007).   
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Working in the hospitality industry has basic tasks that one must master, but 

the industry also has more complex tasks and knowledge requirements participants 

must understand (Gehrels, 2007).  A simple task, but very important, would be to greet 

the guest and say good-bye upon departure, yet a more challenging task is selecting 

and offering a high quality product for establishments, especially in the high-end 

restaurant segment.  Programs must educate their students on both the positive and 

negative elements of the industry in order to give the whole picture to future industry 

participants (Gehrels, 2007).   

In general, hospitality curriculum has not developed over time to reflect 

changes to the industry (Alexander, 2007).  Without the industry for graduates to 

move into, hospitality education programs would have no purpose (Alexander, 2007).  

Through Alexander’s (2007) analysis of two hospitality programs in the United 

Kingdom, the researcher commented on hospitality academics and the overall industry 

are not in line with each other in regards to theory and practice in food and beverage 

management.  This disconnection between classroom learning and study and the 

industry needed skills and competencies must be fixed in order to bridge the gap 

(Alexander, 2007).  The researcher concluded an approach which unites vocational 

training with the ability to expand upon and critique what the student has learned in 

order for the student to be able to cultivate and assess vocational action (Alexander, 

2007). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Study Sample 

The research study’s population was composed of restaurant, bar, and hotel 

managers throughout the United States.  The non-probability sampling strategy of 

convenience sampling was used for study subjects.  Study participants were recruited 

through personal visits to the business operations, social media posts on Facebook and 

Linked-in, and emails sent to managers with email addresses obtained through public 

websites.  Professional/personal contacts in the industry were also utilized to recruit 

participants voluntarily.  The personal/professional contacts have voluntarily given the 

researchers their contact information as they have an interest in the study and a 

common interest in food and beverage and the hospitality industry.  The researcher 

posted the questionnaire link on her individual Linked-in and Facebook pages where 

contacts on those social media sites chose to complete the questionnaire.   

After obtaining approval from the Texas Tech Human Protection Board 

(Appendix A), a recruitment email (Appendix B) was sent by the researcher to recruit 

food and beverage managers from hotels and restaurants across the United States.  The 

recruitment email included information about the study, including its confidential and 

anonymous nature, methods of communication with the researcher, and a link to the 

online questionnaire, which was administered by Qualtrics, an online survey company.  

A recruitment post (Appendix C) was posted on social media sites.   
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Recruitment postcards (Appendix D) were distributed by residents of Walnut 

Creek and Bakersfield, California, Endicott, Ithaca, New Paltz, and Poughkeepsie, 

New York, and Lubbock, Texas.  The postcards were given directly to the food service 

managers with a brief explanation of the study, how to voluntarily participate in the 

study, and the link to electronically access the questionnaire.   

Questionnaire 

An eighteen item confidential and anonymous questionnaire (Appendix E) was 

used to collect the data from the food and beverage managers.  Information about the 

research study, its confidentiality, and voluntary participation, as well as contact 

information for the researchers, was provided in the previously mentioned recruitment 

email as well as on the first page of the online questionnaire.   

This study’s questionnaire was developed after reviewing the questionnaire 

distributed every two years by the National Restaurant Association to its members for 

their industry operation report (National Restaurant Association, 2010).  Because of 

the scope of this study and not wanting to focus on average check but more on 

segment identity, the aforementioned questionnaire was consulted but not utilized for 

questions or categories.  The concepts of fill-in questions and asking for segment, 

management type, and market size was guided by the National Restaurant Association 

fill-in questionnaire and worksheet, but again sub-categories were different when 

provided.   
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The questionnaire consisted of nominal, ordinal, and ratio levels of 

measurement.  Questions on demographics of work history of the manager and the 

classification of the food service establishment started the questionnaire.  The types of 

establishments were compiled from different National Restaurant Association 

publications, which included the categories of quick service/counter café, 

casual/buffet, casual upscale, fine-dining, bar, including a wine bar, hotel, resort, and 

other (National Restaurant Association Research and Knowledge Group, 2012; 

National Restaurant Association & Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2010).  Next, the 

questionnaire put forth questions to determine the type of management the business 

operates under as well as the amount of control the operation has over its beverage 

program.  The options available for management type were independent, franchise, 

management contract, national chain, or other.  Market size followed the management 

type.  Questions regarding the establishment’s cost of goods sold percentages for food, 

overall beverage, wines, beers, and spirits followed.  Dollar sales of overall beverages, 

wine, beer, and spirits trailed the cost percentages.  The questionnaire concluded with 

the participant being asked to describe their beverage costing practices and how often 

the operation calculates its beverage costs.   

In order to increase the study’s reliability, the researcher attempted to recruit a 

large sample and standardized the questionnaire completion environment through 

administering the questionnaire through Qualtrics, an online questionnaire 

administrator.  Standardized instructions were also given to all of the study 
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participants.  Content validity measured the representation of items on the 

questionnaire to assess trustworthiness of the answers.   

Data Collection and Analysis 

Using the three different methods of recruitment of participants, a total of 4525 

food and beverage operations were contacted to complete the study questionnaire.  

Postcards were distributed to 119 businesses in seven different markets of varying 

population sizes.  Social media posts reached 100 people able to complete the 

questionnaire.  A total of 4306 emails were sent to the following areas and their 

surrounding cities: California: San Francisco Bay Area, Fresno, Bakersfield, Los 

Angeles, Santa Barbara, Orange County, San Diego, and San Bernardino Counties; 

Nevada: Las Vegas; Texas: San Antonio, Dallas, Lubbock, Houston, El Paso, and 

Austin; Washington, D.C.; Pennsylvania: Philadelphia; Massachusetts: Boston; Rhode 

Island: Providence; Florida: Miami and Ft. Lauderdale; New York: New York City, 

Yonkers, and the Hudson Valley; Oklahoma: Oklahoma City and Tulsa; New Mexico: 

Santa Fe and Albuquerque; Illinois: Chicago; Colorado: Denver; Louisiana: New 

Orleans. 

The data was imported into IBM SPSS 20.0 for examination of the research 

objectives.  Descriptive statistics were performed on the costs of goods sold for overall 

beverages, wines, beers, and spirits as well as the frequency of operational calculation 

of costs of goods sold percentages.  T-tests for equality of means were conducted to 

compare the means of the individual segments, hotels/resorts vs. restaurants and bars, 
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and comparison of the independent food service operations to the other management 

types.  The industry segments and metropolitan market sizes were individually 

compared to the varying question segments using a one-way ANOVA test followed by 

a LSD Post Hoc test for further analysis to determine statistical significance between 

the means.   
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Of the 4525 businesses contacted to participate in the study, 387 questionnaires 

were started in Qualtrics, 303 questionnaires were completed, but due to incomplete 

information, 203 valid surveys were utilized for data analysis.   

Objective 1 

Objective one investigates the current hospitality industry standard, including 

hotels, restaurants, and bars, of cost of goods sold (COGS) percentages for overall 

beverage costs, wines, beers, and spirits.  The mean overall beverage COGS (Table 

4.1) was equal to 24.83%.  Wine differed from the overall beverage cost by 1.75.  As 

seen in Table 4.1, the mean wine COGS was 26.58%, and the mean beer COGS was 

21.92%.  Lastly the spirits COGS mean was 19.37%, the lowest mean of the three 

alcohol beverage sub-categories. 

Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics of Beverage Costs of Goods Sold  

Category Percentages 

 Overall Beverage 

Costs of Goods 

Sold 

Wine Costs of 

Goods Sold 

Beer Costs of 

Goods Sold 

Spirits Costs of 

Goods Sold 

N= Valid 

Missing 

194 

9 

195 

8 

190 

13 

186 

17 

Mean 24.83% 26.58% 21.92% 19.37% 

Median 24.00 2800 21.50 20.00 

Mode 25.00 25.00 20.00 20.00 

Std. Deviation 9.83506 10.61343 9.99479 8.83243 
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Objective 2 

The second objective compared costing percentages of restaurants to those of 

hotels for overall beverages, wines, beers, and spirits (Table 4.2) using an independent 

samples t-test.  Restaurants represented the larger percentage of responses from the 

study’s sample.  Overall beverage cost in restaurants, including bars and wine bars, 

had a mean beverage cost of 25.55% compared to hotels and resorts with a beverage 

cost of 22.75%.  Unlike overall beverage cost, the wine COGS percentage mean was 

lower in restaurants than hotels.  Hotels practiced a mean of 27.50% for wine COGS 

whereas restaurants practiced a mean of 26.31%.  Beer and spirits COGS percentages 

were higher in restaurants than hotels, similar to the overall beverage percentage.  

Beer COGS had means of 22.50% for restaurants and 20.27% for hotels.  The means 

of spirit COGS were 19.84% in restaurants and 17.69% in hotels.   

Levene’s test for equality of variances found significant differences between 

the means of hotels and restaurants in four out of the five costs of goods sold 

percentages.  The means were compared with p < .05.  Overall beverage cost was 

equivalent to p = .017, showing a significant difference between the two segments of 

the hospitality industry.  The wine COGS percentage showed the largest significance 

between hotels and restaurants with p = .002.  The third COGS percentage showing 

significance between hotels and restaurants was the beer segment, p = .010.  Spirits 

COGS percentages did not show statistical significant between restaurants and hotels, 

at p = .062.   
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Table 4.2 Category of Industry Descriptive Statistics and T-Test for 

Costs of Goods Sold Percentages 

Cost of 

Goods 

Sold 

Category of 

Industry 

N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. t df 

Overall 

Beverage 

COGS 

Restaurants 

Hotels 

149 

39 

25.55% 

22.74% 

10.79915 

3.74120 
5.852 .017 1.599 186 

Wine 

COGS 

Restaurants 

Hotels 

152 

37 

26.31% 

27.50% 

11.15354 

5.60721 
10.278 .002 -.630 187 

Beer 

COGS 

Restaurants 

Hotels 

151 

33 

22.50% 

20.27% 

10.72359 

5.88591 
6.760 .010 1.153 182 

Spirits 

COGS 

Restaurants  

Hotels 

147 

33 

19.84% 

17.69% 

9.43004 

5.39255 
3.539 .062 1.266 178 

Objective 3 

Analyzing the costing percentage means of the different segments of 

restaurants and hotels to understand their current business practices of costing 

beverages, wines, beers, and spirits was the third objective of the research study.  

Varying sample sizes within the different segments occurred once the questionnaire 

was analyzed.  Four respondents were from quick service/counter café and seven to 

eight respondents answered the questionnaire from the casual/buffet restaurant 

segment.  In an effort to increase reliability of the sample, the two segments, quick 

service/counter café and casual/buffet, were combined to a general casual segment.  

Changing these two segments resulted in an increase of several significant statistical 

differences between the other segments. 

The study participants and their respective segments varied in quantity for 

overall beverage costs of goods sold (COGS) (Table 4.3).  Having the lowest beverage 

cost percentage mean was the casual segment at 19.50% with the smallest amount of 

respondents at 11.  The largest segment of subjects was casual upscale with 68, and 
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their beverage cost mean was 23.03%.  With a mean of 27.62% for overall beverage 

costs of goods sold, fine-dining equaled 51 participants.  Bar, including wine bar, had 

19 respondents and a beverage COGS mean of 32.53%.  Hotels, having a mean costs 

of goods sold of 21.47%, equaling 24 subjects, and resorts equaled 15 participants and 

a mean of 24.77% beverage cost.   

Further analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA, followed by a LSD 

post hoc test (Table 4.4) to determine significance between the overall beverage 

COGS and the individual segments of restaurants and hotels.  As shown in Table 4.4, 

significant differences were determined between casual and fine-dining and casual and 

bar.  Casual upscale restaurants showed a significant mean difference when compared 

with fine-dining resulting in p = .008 and with bars, including wine bars at p = .000.  

The mean beverage COGS for fine-dining had a significant different between hotels, 

showing a p value of .008.  Bars, including wine bars, experienced significance using 

the LSD Post Hoc test with both hotels and resorts, with p = .000 and p = .017, 

respectively.   
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Table 4.3 Industry Segment Descriptive Statistics for Overall Beverage  

Cost of Goods Sold Percentage 

Industry Segment N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Casual 11 19.50% 7.69740   

Casual Upscale 68 23.03% 8.43370   

Fine-dining 51 27.62% 6.69675   

Bar, including wine bar 19 32.53% 20.65959   

Hotel 24 21.47% 3.10865   

Resort 15 24.77% 3.86225   

Total 188 24.97% 9.82094 5.379 .000 
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Table 4.4 LSD Post Hoc Test of Industry Segments of Overall Beverage  

Cost of Goods Sold Percentages 

Industry Segment Comparison Industry 

Segment 

Mean Difference Significance 

Casual Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

-3.533 

-8.121 

-13.026 

-1.970 

-5.274 

.244 

.009 

.000 

.561 

.154 

Casual Upscale Casual 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

3.533 

-4.588 

-9.494 

1.563 

-1.741 

.244 

.008 

.000 

.480 

.513 

Fine-dining Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

8.121 

4.588 

-4.906 

6.151 

2.847 

.009 

.008 

.051 

.008 

.298 

Bar, including Wine Bar Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Hotel 

Resort 

13.026 

9.494 

4.906 

11.056 

7.752 

.000 

.000 

.051 

.000 

.017 

Hotel Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Resort 

1.970 

-1.563 

-6.151 

-11.056 

-3.304 

.561 

.480 

.008 

.000 

.281 

Resort Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

5.274 

1.741 

-2.847 

-7.752 

3.304 

.154 

.512 

.298 

.017 

.281 
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The wine costs of goods sold percentages had large variation in means, which 

a one-way ANOVA test and LSD Post Hoc tests resulted in a high amount of 

significant differences between the segments of the food service operations.  The 

descriptive statistics of wine COGS (Table 4.5) showed a mean range of 19.82% for 

casual to 30.06% for fine-dining restaurants.  Casual Upscale, with 69 participants, the 

largest amount of respondents for any segment, experienced a mean wine COGS of 

25.87%.  Hotels and resorts were very similar at 27.08% and 28.18% respectively.   

The LSD Post Hoc tests with p <.05, performed on the Wine COGS means 

(Table 4.6) showed significant differences between the means of the varying 

segments.  With the combination of quick service/counter café and casual/buffet, the 

new casual segment saw significance between their segment with fine-dining 

restaurants at p = .025.  The LSD Post Hoc test determined fine-dining having p = 

.000 with bars and p = .025 in comparison with the mean of casual upscale.  Bars had 

significance between the means with both hotels and resorts at p = .020 and p = .018. 
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Table 4.5 Industry Segment Descriptive Statistics for Wine Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentage 

Industry Segment N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Casual 12 22.84% 14.14956   

Casual Upscale 69 25.87% 10.66598   

Fine-dining 52 30.06% 9.16702   

Bar, including wine bar 19 19.82% 12.62626   

Hotel 23 27.08% 6.03871   

Resort 14 28.18% 4.95459   

Total 189 26.54% 10.30357 3.504 .005 
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Table 4.6 LSD Post Hoc Test of Industry Segments of Wine Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentages 

Industry Segment Comparison Industry 

Segment 

Mean Difference Significance 

Casual Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

-3.025 

-7.220 

3.026 

-4.241 

-5.339 

.334 

.025 

.412 

.234 

.175 

Casual Upscale Casual 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

3.025 

-4.195 

6.051 

-1.216 

-2.314 

.334 

.023 

.020 

.613 

.430 

Fine-dining Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

7.220 

4.195 

10.246 

2.979 

1.881 

.025 

.023 

.000 

.235 

.523 

Bar, including Wine Bar Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Hotel 

Resort 

-3.026 

-6.051 

-10.246 

-7.267 

-8.365 

.412 

.020 

.000 

.020 

.018 

Hotel Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Resort 

4.241 

1.216 

-2.979 

7.267 

-1.099 

.234 

.613 

.235 

.020 

.746 

Resort Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

5.339 

2.314 

-1.881 

8.365 

1.098 

.175 

.430 

.532 

.018 

.746 
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The beer COGS means were taken from a total of 184 questionnaire 

respondents.  The descriptive statistics experienced a difference of 9.14 from the 

largest to smallest mean.  Hotels experienced the lowest beer COGS mean with 

19.15%.  Casual upscale and fine-dining had the same beer COGS mean of 21.57%.  

Resorts kept with the other mid-range segments by having an average of 22.23%.  

Bars carried the highest beer COGS means with 28.29%.   

 In order to determine statistical significance between the restaurant and hotel 

segments, the one-way ANOVA test was executed with LSD Post Hoc tests following 

for further analysis with p < .05.  Compared to the other beverage alcohol categories, 

the statistical significance between segments was not as prevalent.  Casual upscale 

restaurants had a significant mean difference compared to bars, including wine bars, 

with p = .013.  Bars, including wine bars, also achieved mean difference significance 

with fine-dining (p = .017) and hotels (p = .005). 

Table 4.7 Industry Segment Descriptive Statistics for Beer Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentages 

Industry Segment N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Casual 11 23.85% 10.47582   

Casual Upscale 71 21.57% 10.60832   

Fine-dining 52 21.57% 11.32474   

Bar, including wine bar 17 28.29% 8.05268   

Hotel 21 19.15% 5.80066   

Resort 12 22.23% 5.74712   

Total 184 22.10% 10.05230 1.826 .110 
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Table 4.8 LSD Post Hoc Test of Industry Segments of Beer Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentages 

Industry Segment Comparison Industry 

Segment 

Mean Difference Significance 

Casual Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

2.271 

2.272 

-4.449 

4.693 

1.615 

.482 

.492 

.249 

.206 

.698 

Casual Upscale Casual 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

-2.271 

.001 

-6.719 

2.422 

-.655 

.482 

1.00 

.013 

.328 

.833 

Fine-dining Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

-2.272 

-.001 

-6.720 

2.421 

-.656 

.492 

1.00 

.017 

.347 

.837 

Bar, including Wine Bar Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Hotel 

Resort 

4.449 

6.719 

6.720 

9.142 

6.064 

.249 

.013 

.017 

.005 

.107 

Hotel Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Resort 

-4.693 

-2.422 

-2.421 

-9.142 

-3.078 

.206 

.328 

.347 

.005 

.393 

Resort Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

-1.615 

.655 

.656 

-6.064 

3.078 

.698 

.833 

.837 

.107 

.393 
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The spirit category of beverage alcohol results (Table 4.9) had an outcome 

COGS mean of 19.45%.  Overall the means of the different restaurant and hotel 

segments was lower than the wine, beer and overall beverage cost percentages.  The 

lowest mean occurred in combine casual of quick service/counter café and 

casual/buffet with 16.36%.  The next lowest mean, hotels, had a mean of 16.46%, an 

increase of 0.10 from casual.  The next three segments had small differences between 

them.  Casual upscale had a mean of 18.88%, resort with 19.84%, and fine-dining with 

20.70%.  Bar, including wine bar, had the highest spirit COGS mean of 23.44%. 

 Next the one-way ANOVA saw lower statistical significance within the 

category with p = .115.  The resulting LSD Post Hoc tests to examine further 

statistical significance between the means showed two segments with significance at a 

p < .05.  Casual saw significance with bars at p = .031.  Bars resulted in p = of .014 

from the LSD Post Hoc test with hotels.   

 

Table 4.9 Industry Segment Descriptive Statistics for Spirits Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentages 

Industry Segment N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Casual 12 16.36% 8.60734   

Casual Upscale 68 18.88% 8.60783   

Fine-dining 49 20.70% 7.91014   

Bar, including wine bar 18 23.44% 14.79754   

Hotel 21 16.46% 5.06477   

Resort 12 19.84% 5.48102   

Total 180 19.45% 8.85607 1.800 .115 
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Table 4.10 LSD Post Hoc Test of Industry Segments of Spirits Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentages 

Industry Segment Comparison Industry 

Segment 

Mean Difference Significance 

Casual Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

-2.526 

-4.346 

-7.086 

-.101 

-3.478 

.358 

.125 

.031 

.975 

.332 

Casual Upscale Casual 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

2.526 

-1.820 

-4.560 

2.425 

-.951 

.358 

.269 

.051 

.269 

.729 

Fine-dining Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

Resort 

4.346 

1.820 

-2.740 

4.245 

.869 

.125 

.269 

.258 

.065 

.758 

Bar, including Wine Bar Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Hotel 

Resort 

7.086 

4.560 

2.740 

6.985 

3.609 

.031 

.051 

.258 

.014 

.270 

Hotel Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Resort 

.101 

-2.425 

-4.245 

-6.985 

-3.376 

.975 

.269 

.065 

.014 

.288 

Resort Casual 

Casual Upscale 

Fine-dining 

Bar, including wine bar 

Hotel 

3.476 

.951 

-.869 

-3.609 

3.376 

.332 

.729 

.758 

.270 

.288 
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Objective 4 

Examining the effects of market size and the operation’s cost of goods sold 

percentages encompassed objective four.   A total of 185 to 194 respondents answered 

the questions regarding market size.  Due to small sample sizes in the different market 

segments, markets were combined in order to increase sample reliability and to create 

markets similar in sample size.  The small market encompassed a population of up to 

299,999 residents.  The medium market was from 300,000 to 899,999 people.  The 

largest market was made up of 900,000 or more residents.  A one-way ANOVA test 

with p < .05 was performed after descriptive statistics analysis.  After the ANOVA 

test, a LSD Post Hoc test was performed to determine further statistical significance 

between the different market sizes and the overall beverage, wine, beer, and spirits 

costs of goods sold percentages. 

 Little significance was found between the market sizes as p = .159 (Table 

4.11).  The lowest overall beverage COGS, 23.10%, was the new large market size of 

900,000 or more people.  Having a sample size of the same quantity, 71, and an 

increase of 2.35, the small market of 300,000 to 899,999 people had a mean of 

25.45%.  The 300,000 to 899,999 market experienced a mean of 26.33%, the highest 

mean of the three modified markets.  The LSD Post Hoc test (Table 4.12) did not 

record any further significant between the overall beverage cost of goods sold means 

and the different market sizes.   
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Table 4.11 Market Size and Overall Beverage Cost of Goods Sold  

Descriptive Statistics 

Market Size N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Under 300,000 71 25.45% 11.21497   

300,000-899,999 52 26.33% 11.17278   

900,000 plus 71 23.10% 6.69967   

Total 194 24.83% 9.83506 1.856 .159 

 

Table 4.12 LSD Post Hoc Test of Market Size and Overall Beverage Cost Percentage 

Market Size Market Size Comparison Mean Difference Sig. 

Under 300,000 300,000-899,999 

900,000 plus 

-.885 

2.343 

.621 

.156 

300,000-899,999 900,000-1.9 million 

2 million plus 

.885 

3.228 

.621 

.072 

900,000 plus 900,000-1.9 million 

2 million plus 

-2.343 

-3.228 

.156 

.072 

  

The one-way ANOVA test at p < .05 determined little significance between the 

market sizes and wine COGS percentage with p = .486 (Table 4.13).  The entire range 

of wine COGS means went from 25.41% to 27.57%, a difference of 2.16.  Having 

very similar means, the 900,000 plus market had a mean of 27.06%, and with a 

difference of only .51, 300,000 to 899,999 people mean was 27.06%.  No significant 

differences were determined by the LSD Post Hoc test between Wine COGS means 

and the different markets with p = .269 to p = .795. 

Table 4.13 Market Size and Wine Cost of Goods Sold Descriptive Statistics 

Market Size N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Under 300,000 72 25.41% 12.41118   

300,000-899,999 52 27.57% 9.34040   

900,000 plus 70 27.06% 9.55711   

Total 194 26.58% 10.64081 .724 .486 
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 A moderate difference in beer COGS means occurred between the different 

markets (Table 4.14).  The large market of over 900,000 people experienced the 

lowest beer cost of goods sold percentage of 19.29%.  The small and medium markets 

of under 300,000 and 300,000 – 899,999 had a difference of .19 with 23.49% and 

23.30%, respectively.  The one-way ANOVA test saw a statistical significance of 

0.024 between the compared means.  

 Following the one-way ANOVA test, the LSD Post Hoc test (Table 4.15) saw 

large significance between the 900,000 plus market and the other two market sizes.  

The most significant with p < .05 was with the under 300,000 market where p = .013 

occurred and 300,000 to 899,999 market with p = .030.   

Table 4.14 Market Size and Beer Cost of Goods Sold Descriptive Statistics 

Market Size N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Under 300,000 70 23.49% 11.94461   

300,000-899,999 51 23.30% 9.50825   

900,000 plus 68 19.29% 7.50291   

Total 189 21.93% 10.02035 3.795 .024 
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Table 4.15 LSD Post Hoc Test of Market Size and Beer Cost of Goods Sold 

Percentage 

Market Size Market Size Comparison Mean Difference Significance 

Under 300,000 300,000-899,999 

900,000 plus 

.187 

4.199 

.918 

.013 

300,000-899,999 Under 300,000 

900,000 plus 

-.187 

4.012 

.918 

.030 

900,000 plus Under 300,000 

300,000-899,999 

-4.199 

-4.012 

.013 

.030 

  

In comparison to the previous cost of goods sold percentage means, the spirits 

COGS were similar for the different market sizes.  The one-way ANOVA test 

calculated a significance of 0.755.  As shown by Table 4.16, the highest spirits COGS 

occurred in the 300,000 and smaller market, 19.82% followed by 300,000 – 899,999 at 

19.69%.  The lowest COGS percentage mean of 18.76% was calculated in the 900,000 

plus market.  Because of the similarity between spirit COGS means, no statistical 

significance arose between the means in the LSD Post Hoc test. 

Table 4.16 Market Size and Spirits Cost of Goods Sold Descriptive Statistics 

Market Size N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 

Under 300,000 67 19.82% 11.41154   

300,000-899,999 48 19.69% 7.91676   

900,000 plus 70 18.76% 6.41094   

Total 185 19.38% 8.85290 .281 .755 

Objective 5 

 An independent samples t-test with p < .05 did not show significance between 

independent food service operations and other management types, except in the cost 

percentage for beer, p = .033 (Table 4.17).  Independent operations had a mean of 

25.55% for overall beverage cost compared to a mean of 23.44% for other 

management types.  Wine COGS mean percentage was lower in independent 
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operations at 26.24% whereas the other management types had a mean percentage of 

27.36%.  With the largest difference between means, the beer COGS percentage was 

22.99% for independents and 19.65% for other management types, a difference of 

3.34.  Spirits COGS was the lowest overall COGS for the different categories with 

19.88% for independent operations and 18.27% for other management types. 

 Out of the 35 respondents who completed the question regarding how much 

their beverage program is controlled by either their contract, franchise contract, or 

management company (Table 4.18), 14 of the participants had 0-25% controlled 

whereas they could control the other 75%.  Each of the remaining ranges, 26-50%, 51-

75%, and 76-100% each had seven respondents respectively.   

Table 4.17 Comparison of Independent versus Other Management Types  

for Beverage Cost Percentages 

Cost of Goods Sold Type of Operation 

Management 

N Mean Std. 

Deviation 

F Sig. 

Overall Beverage Independent 

Other 

136 

52 

25.55% 

23.44% 

10.86513 

6.15500 

1.912 .168 

Wines Independent 

Other 

139 

50 

26.24% 

27.36% 

10.77612 

9.38078 

2.090 .150 

Beers Independent 

Other 

135 

49 

22.99% 

19.65% 

10.77612 

7.25972 

4.622 .033 

Spirits Independent 

Other 

132 

48 

19.88% 

18.27% 

9.06658 

8.22547 

.258 .612 
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Table 4.18 Frequency of Outside Control Percentage Within Other Management 

Types 

Dictated Percent 

Range 

Frequency 

0-25% 14 

26-50% 7 

51-75% 7 

76-100% 7 

Total 35 

 

Objective 6 

 Out of the 171 completed responses for the frequency of beverage cost 

calculation question (Table 4.19), 89 study participants, or 43.8%, calculate their 

operation’s beverage cost on a monthly basis.  The next most frequent calculation is 

weekly calculation at 57 participants, or 28.1% of the subjects.  Ten operations 

calculated the operation’s beverage cost on a daily basis, followed by five quarterly, 

three bi-annually, four annually, and three operations do not calculate their beverage 

cost percentages. 

 The costing practices varied from the different study participants.  Table 4.20 

presents how the participants cost their beverages.  Out of the 100 respondents to this 

fill-in the blank question, 28 operations calculated their beverage cost using a cost of 

goods sold method.  The remaining methods varied based on the operation and if the 

business calculates on a percentage or general mark-up per item. 
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Table 4.19 Frequency of Beverage Cost Calculations in Food Service Operations 

Frequency of Beverage Cost Calculation Frequency 

 

Percent 

Daily 10 4.9% 

Weekly 57 28.1% 

Monthly 89 43.8% 

Quarterly 5 2.5% 

Bi-annually 3 1.5% 

Annually 4 2.0% 

We do not calculate our beverage cost 3 1.5% 

Total 171 Completed 

32 Missing 

84.2% 

15.8% 

 

Table 4.20 Beverage Costing Calculation Method 

Costing Practice    Freq. 

Cost of goods sold 28 

Competition and market analysis 11 

Weekly inventory and variance 11 

Set mark-up per alcohol type 11 

Monthly inventory 10 

Computer program 5 

Percentage mark-up plus dollar amount 5 

Sliding scale depending on wholesale cost 4 

Cost of sales 4 

Inventory rotation and control 2 

Profit per drink 2 

Beer is at set selling price, Wine is sliding mark-up up to a 

certain price, where a cap is set.  Liquor varies depending on tier. 

2 

Cost of goods sold percentage for some categories plus 

contribution margin on others 

1 

Set mark-up plus competitive analysis 1 

Cost of product and standardized recipes 1 

Factoring costs of sales, costs of goods sold, and sales mix. 1 

Number of portions per bottle times a mark-up 1 

Total number of participants 100 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 Before the data could be analyzed, 100 questionnaires were disqualified due to 

the costs of goods sold percentages of the varying beverage categories from these 

questionnaires being incomplete.  Total dollar sales were provided by these study 

participants, but the researcher hypothesizes that some of these operations do not 

calculate their beverage cost percentages.  The different categories of total sales 

information were provided but without recording the total costs of the products, the 

costs of goods sold percentage could not be calculated.   

Objective 1 

 A large variation was shown between the mean results for the overall beverage 

costs of goods sold along with wine, beer, and spirit costs of goods sold percentages 

for the participants in the study.  The different costs of goods sold take into account 

variations between states with state government controlled and non-controlled liquor 

distributors, along with diversity in state and local taxes.  Payment schedules, such as 

cash on delivery or 30-day payment terms, are also factored into the different cost 

percentages.    

With the mean overall beverage cost of 24.83%, this figure is within the range 

for the recommended beverage costing structure according to the National Restaurant 

Association, but the number occurs at the high end of the range.  The mean wine cost 

of goods sold equaled 26.58%, which is below the suggested costing practice of 33% 

or 300 times the wholesale price of the wine.  Waste in wine could also have an effect 
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on cost percentage by increasing the costs of the product.  Depending on the speed of 

sales on wines by the glass, wine that is not preserved properly after service, and is 

allowed to spoil, needs to be accounted for.  The overall beverage cost percentage was 

at the high end of the 15-25% recommended National Restaurant Association range, 

and wine was determined to be above the range.  Both beer and spirits were below the 

mean overall beverage cost percentage at 21.92% and 19.37%, respectively.  These 

two beverage alcohol segments fall within the range of recommended beverage cost 

percentage from the National Restaurant Association’s ManageFirst: Bar and 

Beverage Management (2013).  Compared to the National Restaurant Association’s 

2010 Industry Report, the cost percentages were lower than what other operations 

were practicing within the report.  This variation could be attributed to the 

examination of average costs based on average check and not segment. 

 All four of these cost percentage means allow for a minimum of 73.42% of the 

selling price to go towards covering fixed costs and other variable costs of the 

operation, which can benefit the operation’s bottom line.  Generally speaking, with the 

increase in consumption of spirits and low growth in beer, the overall beverage cost 

could decrease in the future, depending on if the operation increases these two 

categories with associated lower costs.  With the most amount of respondents 

completing the wine cost of goods sold question on the questionnaire, the overall 

beverage cost percentage could be swayed by representing businesses that have 

increased wine sales, therefore increasing the overall cost percentage towards a higher 

cost percentage item. 
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 Many different factors exist as to why the different alcoholic beverages have 

varying percentages.  As previously mentioned, the sales mix of the business or how 

much of each category is sold at the establishment can influence the overall beverage 

cost percentage.  The type of beverage program and its philosophy, including concept 

and quality of products offered, can dictate cost percentages by encouraging managers 

to buy and use certain alcoholic and non-alcoholic mixers in the program.  Purchasing 

philosophies and having the ability to purchase in quantity, both in overall program 

quantity and of individual products, can swing the cost percentages up or down, 

depending on offered prices by vendors.  Because many operations surveyed price 

their beverages based on their competition, the prices charged can influence the cost 

percentages by influencing sales quantities.  This broad question does not take into 

account relationships with distributors or the quantity of distributors available in 

different sized markets, which can manipulate costs.   

Objective 2 

 Comparing hotels versus restaurants demonstrated similarities and differences 

between the different beverage alcohol categories.  With more restaurant and bar 

operations completing the questionnaire than hotels and resorts, the mean cost 

percentages were closer than assumed.  Because restaurants, bars, hotels, and resorts 

practice catering or large events, a declarative statement as to the sole reason the 

differences occurred would be difficult.  Location and seasonality of operations as 

well as seasonality of products can sway costs and prices charged for alcoholic 

beverages.  A location’s seasonality, both for hotels and restaurants, can affect price.  
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The age of the guests patronizing the establishment can also have some bearing on 

prices charged and money made.  Size and volume of sales of the operation can 

influence the respective alcoholic beverage cost percentages.  In regards to size in 

restaurants, number of seats and sales per available seat would influence cost 

percentages.  For hotels and resorts, the type of business, such as a convention hotel 

versus a bed and breakfast or inn, could alter the costs of goods sold together with the 

types of outlets featured within the property.   

For an overall beverage cost mean, restaurants were higher at 25.55% 

compared to hotels and resorts at 22.74%.  This difference could be due to the sales 

mix of the operations surveyed or the limited amount of respondents in hotel and 

resort operations.  Banquets and special events tend to be more prevalent in hotels and 

resorts, which could bring down the overall beverage cost due to the usually low cost 

items sold in high volume at these events.  Hotel operations, on average, have more 

than one sales outlet, which can allow for higher volume purchasing, therefore 

lowering costs.  As the literature is lacking in comparing hotel and restaurant 

operation pricing practices for food and beverage, the researcher could make only 

general statements, but further research would need to be conducted to examine the 

individual operations and their purchasing and costing practices. 

 The wine cost of goods sold percentage mean had the smallest variance 

between hotels and restaurants.  The variance equated to 1.19 between the two 

industries.  Unlike the overall beverage cost percentage mean, the wine cost 

percentage mean for restaurants was 26.31%, which was lower than the hotels’ cost of 
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goods sold percentage mean of 27.50%.  Since participation in the research study was 

dominated by 152 restaurants over 37 hotels, all of which are involved in operations of 

different sizes, price points, segments, and purchasing strategies, this price 

segmentation could influence the variation between the two means.  With restaurants 

incurring a lower cost percentage, the researcher is lead to conclude the restaurants 

who participated in the survey had a higher sales mix of wine, sold more wine than 

hotels, and/or had varying price points for their wines offered with different mark-ups. 

 Along with the wine cost percentage segmentation differences among 

participants, the beer cost of goods sold percentage mean could experience the same 

effect.  Restaurants experienced a mean of 22.50% and hotels a mean of 20.27%.  

Both of these means fall within recommended ranges of beverage costing, but the 

difference is difficult to elaborate upon due to the varying nature of respondents to the 

questionnaire.  One theory on the cost percentage difference is pricing based on 

competitors’ prices.  This costing practice involves researching the business’s 

competitors and seeing what price those items are priced at for guest consumption.  

With several businesses practicing the method of competition-based pricing, this could 

give reason to the similar cost percentage.  Also, draft versus bottle sales of beer could 

influence the cost of goods sold in operations due to the ratio of the two items.  

Operations with more draft lines, usually restaurants, can encounter waste with beer 

sitting in the draft lines and spoiling.   

 A difference of 114 occurred between the quantities of respondents from hotels 

versus restaurants for spirit costing.  Thirty-three respondents completed the 
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questionnaire from hotels and resorts and 147 from restaurants and bars.  Restaurants 

and bars had a mean cost percentage for spirits of 19.84% and hotels and resorts had a 

mean spirits cost percentage of 17.69%.  The researcher estimates this difference from 

the pricing strategies of hotels and resorts over restaurants and bars of different price 

points.  Both cost percentages fall within the recommended cost percentages by the 

National Restaurant Association and hospitality textbook authors, but the hotels and 

resorts are within the lower range compared to the middle of the range for restaurants.   

Objective 3 

 A large variance in mean costs of goods sold percentages occurred between the 

segments of hotels and restaurants, including statistical significance between overall 

beverage, wines, and spirits.  The differences can be attributed to the range of study 

participants within the different segments.  Beverage program philosophy can strongly 

influence the differences between the hospitality segments, including quality of 

products offered, brand names versus generic brands, and portion sizes.  The average 

check, containing beverage sales as well, will also influence the differences in 

segments.  A low average check usually is made up of low priced items which have 

smaller associated costs.  Lastly, knowledge of the staff varies within the different 

segments.  Staff with more knowledge might tend to upsell higher priced products, 

therefore offering products of higher costs of goods sold in order to not out-price the 

operation compared to competitors. 
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Quantity of respondents can be attributed to the differences within segments.  

The combination of quick service/counter café and casual/buffet allowed for higher 

number of respondents in the casual segment, but a large range did occur overall.  

Bars, including wine bars, stood out the most with the highest beverage cost at 

32.53%.  This high cost percentage could be attributed to the concept of the bar or its 

location and competitors.  The fine-dining restaurants, the second highest respondent 

rate, experienced the second highest cost of goods sold percentage, 27.62%.  Because 

fine-dining restaurants have higher average checks and are inclined to sell moderate to 

high-end products, this could lead to the higher costs of goods sold.  Compared to 

some of the literature, those authors recommended lower mark-ups for moderate to 

high-end wines, which could skew the responses due to sales mix (National Restaurant 

Association Educational Foundation, 2013; Plotkin & Goumas, 2000; Katsigri & 

Thomas, 2007; Frost, 2008).   

 The wine costs of goods sold percentage mean had a large variance as well 

between the segments.  Bars had the lowest cost percentage of 19.82%, which could 

be attributed to the volume sold, purchase quantity, or selections of brands purchased 

by the operation.  Because bars had the highest overall beverage cost, the researcher 

feels the amount of wine sold influenced these cost percentages.  This low beverage 

cost percentage could also be attributed to the types and price point of wines 

purchased for sale.  Because wine bars were grouped with bars, a large variation in 

amount of wine sold could be occurring.  Bars tend to have increased beer and spirit 

sales and lower wine sales, and wine bars are the opposite.  Fine-dining, hotels, and 
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resorts were similar in range.  These three operations’ cost percentage could be 

influenced by the products they serve and their associated pricing strategies in relation 

to their average check. 

 Mean percentages for beer costs of goods sold had the most similarity between 

the segments with two outliers, hotels and bars, including wine bars.  From this 

similarity, the different segments must price their beers according to their respective 

operational costing structure and purchase based on their operation.  The amount of 

draft beer versus bottle beer can change the cost percentage by the physical costs of 

the products.  Waste within the draft lines must be factored into the cost.  Bars tend to 

offer more beer promotions on certain days and during specific times, such as happy 

hour.   

Spirits overall had the lowest cost of goods sold percentage.  Bars encountered 

the highest spirits cost of goods sold percentage mean, 23.44%, which could be 

accredited to their sales mix and the differentiation between their well, call, and 

premium products offered.  Promotions, such as happy hour or buy one get one free, 

can lead to this higher cost percentage, along with pricing based on competitors.  

Methods of pouring can also be a reason why the bars had a higher cost percentage 

due to free pours versus jigger pours versus centralized machines.  Independent free-

standing bars might not be able to afford a centralized liquor dispensing machine 

whereas jiggers and free pouring do not have associated fixed costs but variable costs 

could occur.  All segments fell within the recommended cost of goods sold percentage 

for operation of 15-25% by the National Restaurant Association (2013).   
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Objective 4 

 Market size did influence the costs of goods sold percentages for the different 

categories of beverage alcohol.  Because operations were surveyed from around the 

United States, the local and state laws could influence the cost of goods sold 

percentages.  Some operations surveyed were located in state government controlled 

liquor distributor states and others in non-control states.  Local and state taxes could 

also influence the different metropolitan markets and their cost percentages.  Even 

though this is not specified within the questionnaire, businesses within certain states 

have the ability to purchase directly from the product producers or practice direct 

importing of wine by the operation, which can lower costs for businesses.   

With the combined market sizes for increased reliability, the small market of 

300,000 and under and the large market of 900,000 or more had the same number of 

respondents.  Even with this similarity in sample size, the small market size of 

300,000 and under encountered the largest cost percentage means within the three 

market sizes, except for the wine costs of goods sold percentage.  Comparing these 

same sample sizes, the small market had an overall cost percentage mean of 25.45% 

and the large market had a mean of 23.10%.   

Smaller and medium sized markets tend to have higher transportation and 

delivery costs, which are now being included by the distributors in the wholesale 

pricing of the product.  In the majority of small markets across the United States, not 

all products, brands, and styles are available through distributors, which can limit the 

selections offered and availability of different products at different price points.  Also, 
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depending on the knowledge of the staff and clientele, the variation in different 

markets could be attributed to the clients themselves.  Offering what the guests will 

enjoy is important to a business’s success.  Consumption numbers are increasing in the 

United States, as previously mentioned, but the price point and quality levels offered 

within different sized markets varies tremendously.  A large market size allows 

operations to pull from many different distributors with a large variety of available 

products.  Medium to large markets also have to opportunity to purchase from direct 

importers.  A 900,000 resident plus market might need to practice low cost percentage 

in order to have more dollars go towards the other variable and fixed costs, such as 

rent, associated with their operation in larger cities. 

Objective 5 

 Independent operations dominated the respondents of the questionnaire.  The 

variance between independent and other types of management or ownership 

operations for the different beverage alcohol categories ranged from 1.12 to 3.34.  

Wine cost percentage was the closest between the management operations while beer 

had the largest difference and most statistical significance.  With the assortment of 

percentage controls over the other types of management, this array leads to specific 

purchase practices and vendor contracts to lower purchase costs.  Operations with 

other types of management or ownership experienced lower cost percentages in all 

categories except for wine.   
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Due to the wide variation in concepts recruited to participate in the research 

study, the sales mix may perhaps influence these differences in cost percentages.  Only 

35 of the 52 operations with other types of management or ownership answered the 

follow-up question about the percentage of alcoholic beverages controlled by contracts 

or agreements.  Fourteen of the other management type respondents had 0-25% of 

their beverage program controlled by their franchise or management contract or 

agreement allowing for greater flexibility within offerings.  What this low number of 

control does not allow for is multi-unit purchasing or price negotiation for the majority 

of the products, unlike the operations who have less control of their beverage 

programs.  Because the other management types have lower cost percentages than 

independent operations in all categories, except for wine, multi-unit pricing or 

negotiated pricing directly from the producer for specific companies could be part of 

the purchasing practice.  Usually these prices are negotiated and the distributor must 

honor those prices, no matter the state or location, therefore allowing the base cost to 

be lower.  Wines are more difficult to generalize on the national level as not all wines 

are offered in all states, and certain wines within some markets are lower in price than 

elsewhere due to distribution contracts.   

Objective 6 

 The reviewed literature does not recommend a certain time period to use for 

calculating an operation’s beverage costs.  As seen by the study participants, the 

majority of respondents, 43.8%, calculated their beverage costs on a monthly basis.  

This time period would coincide with standard accounting practices.  Another 
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important number to note is 28.1%, or 57 respondents, calculate the operation’s 

beverage costs on a weekly basis.  One element stated in the reviewed literature is 

being in control of costs in order to price the products at their most attractive prices to 

guests, yet three operations do not calculate their beverage costs percentages.  

Factoring in the 100 questionnaires that were disqualified because of incomplete cost 

of goods sold percentages, this quantity could increase the amount of operations who 

do not calculate their beverage costs.   

 Having the operations themselves input into the questionnaire how they 

individually calculate their beverage costs was helpful to get an insight into the 

operation and what is currently occurring in the industry.  With the large amount of 

respondents answering costs of goods sold as their calculation method, this 

demonstrates an operation who knows both their sales and costs of products.  Many 

operations also described a general mark-up for the item.  Some respondents were 

exact on their amount but others did not elaborate.  The sliding scale for the price of 

the item was also practiced, which would allow for some flexibility in pricing.  Using 

market analysis and competition did have 11 respondents and in all of the literature 

reviewed, little was discussed in terms of pricing on market demand and pricing based 

on the competition. 

Implications for Further Research 

This research study has tremendous opportunities for further research.  

Although the response rate was not high enough in some segments to ensure 
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questionnaire reliability, the data collected is very useful to new and existing 

restaurants, bars, hotels, and resorts.  Researching and asking for the total costs 

associated with the different beverage alcohol categories along with the sales could 

lead to calculating the costs of goods sold in the future in case the operation physically 

does not calculate the numbers directly.  Inquiring about the sales mix percentage of 

the different operational segments could also lead to further analysis of their costing 

percentages and practices.  This increased data could lead to more discussion on why 

the cost percentages are different among the industry segments and within the sub-

categories of wine, beer, and spirits.  

Besides only quantitative data, conducting qualitative research, including 

structured interviews and observations on purchasing practices and beverage program 

development, in different segments and management types, could develop into more 

comprehensive data on beverage costing.  Focusing on one market size or on one 

specific industry segment could lead to fairly accurate costing structures and give 

more detail into what this study touched upon. 

Conclusion 

 This study is very beneficial to the hospitality industry as a way for operations 

to gauge how they are doing compared to their industry segment, market size, and to 

their competitors.  With the per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages increasing 

in the United States, more and more locations will be serving beverage alcohol and 

could potentially increase their quantity of offerings.  If operations are going to 
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increase their products offered, the business will need to take on more costs associated 

with the amplified number of choices, and therefore must be more diligent on their 

pricing strategies to recover costs and run a financially sound business.  Specific 

beverage costing programs for specific concepts, such as a wine bar or a beer centric 

restaurant, can be recommended based on this study. 

Food and beverage operations educators can utilize the findings from this 

research study to better instruct their students on current trends in the hospitality 

industry and accounting practices.  The results of the Mayburry and Swanger (2011) 

study on knowledge, skills, and abilities show industry professionals find being able to 

run a restaurant and purchasing knowledge important skills hospitality graduates need 

to know.  Providing this information will enhance hospitality education and then the 

educators and students will be able to give back to the hospitality industry. 
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APPENDIX A  

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS 

COMMITTEE APPROVAL LETTER  
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APPENDIX B 

RECRUITMENT EMAIL 

 

Dear Food Service Manager, 

 

Hello, my name is Cheryl Stanley, and I am graduate student at Texas Tech 

University.  You are receiving this email because you are a professional contact of Dr. 

Tim Dodd, Dr. Janice Boyce, or myself, and/or you work in the foodservice industry.  

We are conducting research on current beverage alcohol costing in the hospitality 

industry.  Your input is critical to the success of this research project, and the 

questionnaire will take approximately five minutes to complete.  Your participation is 

voluntary, and your responses will remain confidential and anonymous.  Please skip a 

question if you choose not to answer it, or if you wish to stop at any time, please exit 

the questionnaire.  There are no right or wrong answers to the questions.  We are 

simply seeking your opinions and business practices.  Once you have completed the 

questionnaire, please click the finish button. 

Should you be interested in the results of the study, please contact Cheryl 

Stanley at (949) 246-7666 or via email at Cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu, Dr. Tim Dodd at 

tim.dodd@ttu.edu, or Dr. Janice Boyce at janice.boyce@ttu.edu. 

 

Thank you for your contribution and support to this research project.  The 

questionnaire is located at: www.tinyurl.com/beveragecostingsurvey.  

 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl S. Stanley  Dr. Tim Dodd   Dr. Janice Boyce 

Graduate Student   Professor, NHR  Instructor, RHIM 

cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu tim.dodd@ttu.edu  janice.boyce@ttu.edu  
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APPENDIX C 

RECRUITMENT POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

Dear Food Service Managers, 

 

Dr. Tim Dodd, Dr. Janice Boyce, and I are conducting research on current 

beverage alcohol costing in the hospitality industry.  Because you interact with social 

media and have a common interest in food service management, we invite you to 

participate in our survey.  Your input is critical to the success of this research project, 

and the questionnaire will take approximately five minutes to complete.  Your 

participation is voluntary, and your responses will remain confidential and 

anonymous.  Please skip a question if you choose not to answer it, or if you wish to 

stop at any time, please exit the questionnaire.  There are no right or wrong answers to 

the questions.  We are simply seeking your opinions.  Once you have completed the 

questionnaire, please click the finish button. 

Should you be interested in the results of the study, please contact Cheryl 

Stanley at (949) 246-7666 or via email at Cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu, Dr. Tim Dodd at 

tim.dodd@ttu.edu, or Dr. Janice Boyce at janice.boyce@ttu.edu. 

 

Thank you for your contribution and support to this research project.  The 

questionnaire is located at: www.tinyurl.com/beveragecostingsurvey.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cheryl S. Stanley  Dr. Tim Dodd   Dr. Janice Boyce 

Graduate Student   Professor, NHR  Instructor, RHIM 

cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu tim.dodd@ttu.edu  janice.boyce@ttu.edu 

  

mailto:Cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu
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APPENDIX D 

POSTCARD RECRUITMENT HANDOUTS 

 

Dear Food Service Manager, 

 

Texas Tech University is conducting research on current beverage alcohol 

costing in the hospitality industry.  Your input is critical to the success of this research 

project, and the questionnaire will take approximately five minutes to complete.  Your 

participation is voluntary, and your responses will remain confidential and 

anonymous.  We are simply seeking your opinions and business practices.  

Should you be interested in the results of the study, or if you have any 

questions, please contact Cheryl Stanley at (949) 246-7666 or via email at 

cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu.  Thank you for your contribution and support to this  

research project.  The questionnaire can be accessed at 

http://www.tinyurl.com/beveragecostingsurvey.  Please respond by 9/25. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl S. Stanley  Dr. Tim Dodd  Dr. Janice Boyce 

Graduate Student, RHIM Professor, NHR Instructor, RHIM 
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APPENDIX E 

STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

Q21 Dear Food Service Manager:   

The College of Human Sciences at Texas Tech University is conducting a 

survey on the current industry practices for costing beverage alcohol.  The 

survey will take approximately five minutes to complete.  Your participation 

is voluntary, and your responses will remain confidential and anonymous. 

 There are no right or wrong answers to the questionnaire.  We are simply 

seeking your opinions and business practices.  Should you be interested in 

the results of the study, please contact Cheryl Stanley at (949) 246-7666 or 

cheryl.stanley@ttu.edu.    

 

Thank you for your contribution and support.      

 

Sincerely,   

Cheryl Stanley                        Dr. Tim Dodd                       Dr. Janice Boyce   

Graduate Student, RHIM       Professor, NHR                     Instructor, RHIM 
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Q1 Approximately how long have you been working in the hospitality 

industry?  

 

Years ______ 

Months ____ 

 

Q2 How long have your been working at your current food service 

establishment? 

 

Years ______ 

Months ____ 

 

Q3 Please check the segment of the food service industry which best 

represents your establishment: 

 

 Quick Service/Counter Cafe  

 Casual/Buffet  

 Casual Upscale  

 Fine-dining  

 Bar, including wine bar  

 Hotel  

 Resort  

 Other, please describe ____________________ 
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Q4 Is this business considered: 

 

 Independent  

 Franchise  

 Management contract  

 National chain  

 Other, please describe ____________________ 

Q5 If your food service establishment is part of a national chain, franchise, 

or is under contract, does the contract dictate the brands of beverages in your 

establishment? 

 Yes  

 No  

Q6 If yes, approximately what percentage of beverages does the national 

chain, franchiser, or contract dictate: 

 

% _____ 
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Q7   Please check the approximate current population of the area where your 

food service establishment is located: 

 

 under 100,000 (1) 

 100,000 - 299,999 (2) 

 300,000 - 499,999 (3) 

 500,000 - 699,999 (4) 

 700,000 - 899,999 (5) 

 900,000 - 1.9 million (6) 

 2 million plus (7) 

Q8 What is your food service establishment’s approximate current year-end 

average FOOD cost of goods sold percentage?     

 

% _____ 

 

Q9 What is your food service establishment’s approximate current year-end 

average OVERALL BEVERAGE cost of goods sold percentage?    

 

% _____ 

 

Q10 What is your food service establishment’s approximate current year-end 

average WINE cost of goods sold percentage?    

 

% _____ 
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Q11 What is your food service establishment’s approximate current year-end 

average BEER cost of goods sold percentage?    

 

% _____ 

 

Q12 What is your food service establishment’s approximate current year-end 

average SPIRITS/LIQUOR cost of goods sold percentage?  

 

% _____ 

 

Q13 What are your current business’s yearly sales in BEVERAGES? 

 

$ ______ 

 

Q14 What are your current business’s yearly sales in WINE? 

 

$ ______ 

 

Q15 What are your current business’s yearly sales in BEER? 

 

$ ______ 
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Q16 What are your current business’s yearly sales in SPIRITS/LIQUOR? 

 

$ ______ 

 

Q17 Please describe the most appropriate beverage costing practice(s) your 

current business utilizes? 

Q18 How often does your establishment calculate beverage costs? 

 

 Daily (1) 

 Weekly (2) 

 Monthly (3) 

 Quarterly (4) 

 Bi-annually (5) 

 Annually (13) 

 We do not calculate our beverage cost (14) 

 


